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Cutscene Script - Open World, Historical, Horror
Ancient Egypt - Old Kingdom
After villagers were awakened over several nights by something stalking them,
they feared bandits, or worse... a demon. Hearing their fears, the player
volunteered to hunt down the stalker…
EXT. VILLAGE - NIGHT
RAMOSE, the PLAYER controlled character, a patient and wise hunter, stakes out
the village from a vantage point at night.
After a short while, a young girl KIYA (17), strolls quietly through the
village.
CUT-SCENE BEGINS
Kiya paces between homes in the village, looking up at the stars. She turns a
corner to find herself greeted by RAMOSE, blocking her path.
RAMOSE
You! Who are you?
KIYA
(Panicking)
Are you with The Guard?
RAMOSE
I am not. You are afraid of The Guard?
She says nothing.
RAMOSE
People are frightened. Why do you prowl through the village at night?
She looks at the surrounding homes and hangs her head.
RAMOSE
(Mocking)
They think there could be bandits, or even a demon stalking them. Turns out it
is just a little girl.
KIYA
I did not know I was frightening anyone. I just... can’t sleep.
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RAMOSE
Perhaps you should keep trying.
She doesn’t respond to his lighthearted tone -- Something troubles her.
KIYA
Please, I try to sleep, but nothing. The priests gave me ochre and fermented
honey but it’s no use. I’ve not slept for 23 nights. I do not wish to frighten
anyone, I did not know they knew I was there!
RAMOSE
Why are you restless?
KIYA
(Regretful)
Ammit curses my heart and burdens me to walk by night.
RAMOSE
Ammit curses you? Why?
KIYA
I was unlawful. I did not follow the principles of Ma’at
RAMOSE
What did you do?
Beat. She is silent, ashamed.
RAMOSE
Please, I must know if I am to help.
KIYA
I... My family is in debt, and the droughts meant our harvest brought in no
money. We’re starving! So I made arrangements with a merchant in the village to
free us of our debt, and stole an amulet from the temple.
(Beat.)
And - well... I was almost caught and so I fled... then a servant was blamed. I
was unlawful, untruthful. I haven’t slept since.
RAMOSE
(Restrained)
Your actions are... heinous, but I understand. Why didn’t you appeal to the
priests if you are starving?
KIYA
(Bitter)
People who have never needed generosity, don’t often provide it.
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Beat. Ramose ponders.
RAMOSE
What happened to the servant who was blamed?
KIYA
He was taken to be tried by the priests. I thought about confessing, but if I
do they’ll take me and no one will be there to support my family. My sisters,
my father, they’ll starve.
RAMOSE
Hmm. Do you still have the amulet you stole?
KIYA
Yes, it’s hidden in our home. I couldn’t bring myself to hand it to the
merchant.
RAMOSE
Then it is not too late to make amends. I’ll help you return the amulet. No one
needs to know you ever took it, but at least they’ll know the servant didn’t.
KIYA
You would do that? I mean - thank you!
Ramose nods.
KIYA
We’ll have to sneak past the guards so we don’t get caught. It’d be best to do
it tomorrow night, I’ll meet you at the back of the temple when it’s dark.
CUTSCENE ENDS -- MISSION UPDATED - Player is to meet Kiya at the temple the
following night.

Branching Dialogue - RPG, Sci-fi
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World:
In the distant future, Earth has been ravaged by alien insects, and civilization has regressed into
militarised outposts of hunters, and outbacks of warring tribal humans, fighting to survive. On a
journey to bring hope back to this desolate world, Freya (Player), a xeno-hunter born in a military
outpost, explores the expansive lands, and offers assistance to those in need.
Quest:
Freya (Player) is investigating the disappearance of a young woman, Rhaes, on behalf of her brother.
Rhaes vanished from their hamlet one week prior, and is rumoured to have been seen travelling
through an outpost for alien hunters; “The Slaughtered Roach”.
Players must question the owner of the establishment, Tomad, to gain information on her
whereabouts.
Earlier in the mission, the player may have obtained the item ‘Letter’ while speaking with Rhaes’
friends in the village. The letter reveals that Rhaes thought she was being watched by someone from
the ‘Night-Suns Cult’.
*This item opens up new avenues of conversation if held in the player’s inventory.

Dialogue:
INT. THE RESTING LAMB - DAY
Freya (player) enters the rustic tavern, make-shift from alien
spacecraft remnants. It’s decorated with kill trophies, and filled
with the kinds of brutes that you’d avoid eye contact with, for your
life-sake.
DIALOGUE TRIGGER: Freya speaks to the bartender.
TOMAD
Ha. You got a death wish coming this far out of the militarised zone.
This ain’t the place for you, kid.
FREYA
Huh. And why’s that?
TOMAD
Dangerous folk here. More dangerous than you look like you’re used
to.

FREYA
You don’t know the kinds of people I’m used to, outlander.
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TOMAD
(Laughing)
Ha. I think I do. Controlling, dominating assholes who think the only
way to survive is to regiment every part of your life. See we may
risk death every day - but at least we live. Now piss off, kid.
FREYA (Choice)
Compassion: I’m a xeno-hunter. No different than the rest of

1.1
you.
1.2 Anger: Don’t turn your back to me. I have questions and I need
answers!
1.3 Humour, (If acquired) Drop bug-hunt trophy on the bar

1.1
1.2
1.3

TOMAD (Responses)
Right. Well we all gotta have a dream. Good for you.
It’s your death wish, kid.
Gahh. You xeno-gutted rat! Get that off of there.
TOMAD (Cont.)
Fine. Ask your damn questions.

FREYA
I’m here about a girl, Rhaes. Rumour has it she travelled via your...
establishment... towards the mountains. Tall, white hair, blue eyes.
Have you seen her?
TOMAD
I see every face that travels along this path, and I’ve seen no new
faces in weeks, just the same old scars carrying insect entrails. I
promise you, kid. If there was something to see, I’d have seen it.
FREYA (Choice)
2.1 Compassion: If not you then someone in the village must have
seen her? Please, have you heard anything?
2.2 Anger: I don’t like being lied to. Tell me the truth or I’ll
make you tell me.
2.3 Humour: Maybe your sight isn’t as good as you think.
2.4 (If acquired) Confront with letter: This was sent to a friend of
Rhaes’ from this establishment. She says she thinks she’s being
watched. She sounds afraid. Surely you must know something?...
TOMAD (Responses)
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2.1 Not likely, and outlanders around here don’t like talking to
strangers. No one can help you.
2.2 Ha. I was right about you. You’re swimming in deep oceans
little fish.
2.3 I can see through you just fine, kid. Now are we done?
2.4 Mission Success: Curse the sun. Okay, she was here. She was
taken in by a man named Alekti, he’s from the night-suns. I can’t
tell you anything else… too many eyes watch us. Eyes everywhere!
If the player selected 1.4, the mission is updated and the player can
now investigate the Night-Suns.
FREYA
Look, her family are really worried. Any information would really
help them.
TOMAD
She may have stopped by here. But that’s all I or anyone around here
would say--know! You risk a barrel to your head just by being here,
let alone chasing whispers.
FREYA
3.1 Compassion: She was 19. Seems like she was scared. If you didn’t
help her then... Please, help me now.
3.2 Anger: I’m going to find out more, one way or another. Talking
to me will be less painful.
3.3 Humour: You’re a truly awful liar, you know that?
TOMAD
3.1 I... should have told her to leave while she could! Instead I
let Alekti take her!
3.2 You’re wrong. It won’t be less painful. Alekti’s got her and
he’ll get me too for this.
3.3 Fine. You want the truth? I couldn’t help her. So she went to
the Night-Suns instead. To a man named Alekti.
FREYA
Alekti? Who is he?

TOMAD
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The Night-Suns leader. You did not take my warning before, but take
it now. No matter how strong you think yourself to be, the Night-Suns
won’t rest until you wish you to be dead.
Mission is updated and the player can now investigate the Night-Suns.

Mission Design - Action, Espionage
Larger Narrative:
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After rescuing a foreign dignitary in South America and following leads on why they were taken, Jack Harbin’s team discovers that
the dignitary had been conspiring with someone from British Special Forces to murder a rising progressive leader in China using
technology that would trace the murder back to the British Government.
Chapter 2 finds Jack being interrogated for the murder of the dignitary he saved in the opening, at a point where Jack knows the
truth of the conspiracy, but not who was behind it. We then experience, from his perspective, how weeks earlier their prime
suspect for the attack on the dignitary slipped through their fingers.
Mission 2: Part 1
Characters:
- Jack Harbin
Highly skilled Special Ops soldier in his late twenties. He’s sharp, loyal and doesn’t question objectives.
- Sarah Noble
Ruthless agent of MI5 tasked with investigating Jack, though her mind is already made up on him.
- Guard
One armed guard keeps watch. Non-speaking role.
Location: Interrogation Room - Player is restrained to a chair, but can move their hands once unshackled.
Reward(s): Player progresses to the next instance.
Act 1 - Summary:
Following the previous mission in which players rescued a foreign dignitary from a military encampment in South
America, the title card appears “6 Weeks Later”.
Jack Harbin (The Player) is sitting in an interrogation room handcuffed to a table. Sarah Noble enters the room and sits
down in front of Jack laying a file in front of her. From the file, she spreads across the table various images which serve as
hints to forthcoming missions, as well as one of the foreign dignitary’s dead body. The player cannot interact with the
items until their handcuffs are taken off.
Sarah lingers on a photograph of the body before sliding it directly in front of Jack. She explains that one week ago, the
same foreign dignitary he rescued in South America was found dead having been shot in the head. Depending on whether
players were loud or stealthy Sarah will criticise his efficiency. Jack says nothing. She continues to explain that this
foreign dignitary had been participating in negotiations on behalf of British Special Forces to sell experimental
technology to foreign militaries. Jack remains silent.
Sarah asks the guard to take off Jack’s handcuffs, now the player is able to inspect the photographs closely should they
choose to. Sarah states she’s read all his mission briefings over the past six weeks, yet can’t understand why he went
rogue, or why he murdered the dignitary.
Jack finally speaks, firmly stating that he didn’t go rogue, he just did his duty. Sarah responds by sifting through the
photographs to find one of a gun with a fingerprint scanner on the trigger. She says she knows he is part of “Special
Reconnaissance Regiment, Bravo Team... playing with the new toys the rest of us don’t get access to yet”. She then
explains that this means the gun that was used to kill the dignitary could only be fired by Jack due to the experimental
fingerprint scanner.
Jack reiterates that he didn’t go rogue.
Sarah treads the line of confusion and frustration. She tells him if he wants any chance of avoiding a life in prison, he
needs to tell her from start to finish exactly what happened. Jack says nothing. She tries a different angle, saying that if he
knows anything that could be a threat to national security then this is the only chance he’ll have for someone to believe
him.
She pulls out a final file, a mission briefing from Hong Kong, saying he should start his story here. Jack hesitates, before
telling her that they were there to pursue the sole lead they had on who was behind the kidnapping of the dignitary. They
figured it’d be a chance to try out some new tracking gear too.
Sarah asks him what happened and tells him to spare no details. We fade into a loading screen... “5 Weeks Earlier”
Mission 2: Part 2
Characters:
- Jack Harbin
Highly skilled Special Ops soldier in his late twenties. He’s sharp, loyal and doesn’t question objectives.
- Vince Dryden
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A remorseless assassin, hired by the dignitary in collusion with someone in British Special Forces, to fake the
kidnapping of the dignitary, and kill anyone who gets too close to uncovering the truth.
- Kate Werner
Another Special Ops soldier. She has worked with Jack many times before, and isn’t afraid to call him out on his
worst behaviours.
- Yeomen Ding
An ex drug trafficker, hiding out as a small business owner in Hong Kong. She is secretly harbouring Vince Dryden.
Location:
Hong Kong Streets: Players are free to explore and experiment with the glasses. When the action packed encounter
starts, they can use their arsenal freely against enemies.
Fishmonger: Players progress through linear combat encounters. Before returning to the streets for a vehicle chase.
Reward(s): Player progresses to the next instance and unlocks “Tracking Glasses” as a new item.
Part 2 - Summary:
Jack and Kate arrive in Hong Kong via an airdrop onto a rooftop. They set up their gear, including new, experimental “Tracking
Glasses”, which can instantaneously scan the face of someone and cross reference the images with worldwide wanted persons
data. They are searching for an assassin who is believed to have been the kidnapper of the dignitary.
When they reach ground level they find themselves in an open market. Players can explore this immersive environment, while
using the glasses to discover small details about the NPCs they encounter. Eventually, inside a small fishmonger, they will find
Yeomen, who is highlighted in red, signifying she is a known criminal.
Jack leverages informing on her to the Chinese government for access inside her building. She is initially frightened, revealing that
Dryden is hiding in the upper floors, along with members of a highly violent gang he has paid to protect himself. However, Kate
offers Yeomen sanctuary at the British Embassy, and assures her that her co-operation with them now will bode well for her
should charges be held later.
Yeomen leaves, leaving the players free to explore the building. As players explore they are attacked by the hired gang. Players are
now free to use their arsenal and kill the gangsters.
Once the gangsters are eliminated, players continue searching for Dryden. They reach his make-shift office which has been
cleared out, however they do find a document detailing the kidnap plan for the dignitary, revealing times and movements they
were to follow. The document incriminates the dignitary by being aware, in advance, that the kidnapping would take place.
Suddenly a shot from a sniper rifle barely misses Kate’s head. On the adjacent building, Dryden flees to the street. The players
make chase, but Dryden heads off on a motorcycle.
Players take motorcycles of their own and chase down Dryden using the tracking glasses to keep up with his evasive driving.
Eventually they chase him down to a building, but before they can chase him inside, a helicopter takes off from the roof. They’re
too late - Dryden escaped.

Quest Design - Sandbox, Fantasy, Adventure
Larger Narrative:
In a re-imagined modern day Peru, spirits roam through rural towns and villages, bringing chaos and mass disruption. The
player is a Whisperer, a spirit communicator who travels across these lands encouraging humanity to adopt a harmonious way of
life with the spirits.
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“Raveni - The Spirit of the Storm”
The Spirit of the Storm, Raveni, is an anxious and sensitive creature, misunderstood by most lorekeepers. She’s often seen circling
the peak of Sira Mountain. At first glance her jittery appearance seems harsh, and foreboding, but beneath is a soul looking for
someone to see beyond appearances and help her survive a dire circumstance.
When any living creature approaches Raveni, she becomes frightened, and in doing so sends whirlwinds of thunder and lightning
across the skies. Her unique power over the weather around the mountain has led to her being vilified by locals, and many
explorers have tried to take her life to end the violent storms she creates.
Location:
Sira Mountain - one of largest peaks in the game, likely to draw the eye of early players. At several peaks of the mountain there are
forests, where diminishing amounts of Flameleaf grow.
Sira Village - the village at the bottom of the mountain. Players can learn of Raveni here.
Kyva Oasis - found in an adjacent region to Sira Mountain, this is one of the only places outside of Sira Mountain where Flameleaf
grows. The Oasis is filled with venomous scorpions.
Player Gameplay Experience:
Possible introduction (player can discover Raveni without prompt).
When a storm ravages a Sira Village, a local elder warns the visiting Whisperer to keep away from the “Spirit of the
Storm”, as they believe Raveni to be a spirit filled with rage, and that angering her would only further endanger the
nearby villages, subjecting them to the same torrential rainfall, harsh winds, and searing lightning strikes that they’ve
been hit by.
Should the players, on their own volition, ignore these warnings or venture out of curiosity, investigate the scorned Raveni, they
can observe her searching around the mountain for a rare plant that only grows here in this region, Flameleaf. The plant’s growth,
however, is rapidly diminishing, and anytime Raveni can’t find a source of the food, her heightened emotional state summons a
storm on the mountain - players may need to use their survival skills to navigate this hazard.
With the discovery that the spirit is actually hungry, frightened and helpless, players can set out to find a new source of the rare
plant.
Players may have already visited Kyva Oasis, and if not then they will receive prompts from the Sira Villagers that this is one of the
few locations in the world where Flameleaf grows, they are also warned that it is filled with venomous scorpions, and should
prepare accordingly.
When players reach Kyva Oasis, they use the tools at their disposal to harmlessly navigate around the scorpions, or kill them
should they choose, to retrieve the Flameleaf.
Alternatively: Players may have met or heard of the seed merchant in Meika Village on the far side of the map. A hint of this seed
merchant's existence comes from an elderly botanist in Sira Village. Players who have never been will need to undertake a long
journey to reach Meika Village, however avoid the encounter with scorpions at Kyva Oasis.
Players return to the mountain with the Flameleaf (or seeds) in hand, which they can use to grow expansive gardens of the
resource on Raveni’s mountain. This offering earns her trust and ends the storms, allowing the village below to prosper once
again.
Reward:
By helping Raveni, players are rewarded with a new ability that allows them to imbue the powers of the storm into one of their
tools, frightening weak enemies with thunderous lightning, and causing them to flee.
The people of Sira Village offer their gratitude to the players by offering them a place to stay in the village, this becomes a new fast
travel point for players to quickly return to the mountain.

Narrative Arc - Ragtag, Sci-fi, Adventure
Characters
Kyra (Player):
Charismatic and quick-witted, Kyra often antagonises her companions, while adapting to being a leader.
Keaton:
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Pure firepower, Keaton has a tough exo-skeleton exterior, however, beneath is a delicate man who requires
his life-support-suit to survive.
Leona:
A compassionate biologist, Leona often breaks up arguments between her crewmates. She previously
rescued three “Spret-pups”, wolf-aliens, and plans to return them to their natural habitat.
Alecto:
Alecto is the genius botanist who often feels unheard. He wants to create a virus-vaccine.
Knox:
The Leader of ‘Expanse Division’, who dreams of terraforming the galaxy.
World
Hundreds of years into the future, humanity has expanded into the furthest reaches of the Andromeda
galaxy. In order to protect alien wildlife, the “Universal Life Foundation” was created, sending ships across
the galaxy to preserve and protect alien life. However, the ULF’s work is constantly restrained by the
militarised “Expanse Division”, who seek to terraform planets ready for human inhabitants.
Arc
Act 1
Kyra (player), the inexperienced captain of the ED spaceship “Strider”, is on her first mission defending a
terraformer on the desert planet “Rigaar”. However, the mission fails when a swarm attacks the
terraformer, and she refuses to take the advice of her crewmate, attacking the swarm, instead of activating
the shields and protecting the terraformer.
Furious, Admiral Knox decides that her ship will be taken from her, and she will be outsourced to the ULF.
Now a part of the underfunded ULF, she is given a new ship, the rustic “Valor”, shown in menus and
loading screens, and a ragtag crew of eccentric companions. Together they are sent on a mission to protect
alien life on planet “Thucyde”, where a virus is spreading, turning wildlife ravenous and deadly.
They first travel to the planet’s jungle biome, tasked with eliminating infected wildlife, cataloguing species
and protecting safe wildlife in a local preservation site. However, they butt heads over how to approach
each mission as it seems Alecto always has a “better” method than Kyra’s.
Players can complete side objectives which support their companion’s narratives, including hunting rare
infection samples for Alecto to develop a vaccine, and finding a home for Leona’s ‘Spret-pups’.
Act 2
Later, they travel to a mountain biome, where the crew encounter an electron-storm, and following Kyra’s
orders, Keaton’s suit is badly damaged. As a result, Kyra is faced with the decision of risking the mission to
find components to save his life, or continue the mission. Kyra decides to trust Alecto when he suggests a
risky method of achieving both by venturing to the mountain’s abandoned E.D base.
After fighting their way there, the crew repair Keaton, and discover shocking evidence that the infection
was started by Admiral Knox, who is trying to eradicate life on suitably habitable planets for humans, to
speed the terraforming process.
Act 3
In the finale, the crew work together to sneak onto Admiral Knox’s ship, fight his virus-infected animals,
and destroy a lab, creating the virus.
With their mission a success, Kyra and her team set off for further adventures.

Lore Entry - Horror
Somme, France
November 29th, 1916
Dear Mrs Meyers,
It is with great sorrow that I write to you this letter bearing bad news about your husband
Corporal R. Meyers.
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He bravely volunteered to join a patrol who were tasked with investigating the location of a
missing battalion last Wednesday Nov. 22nd.
I am deeply grieved to inform you that yesterday, the 28th Nov. his commander returned alone
from the patrol having fled an attack by the enemy during the night. We cannot confirm if there are any
other survivors at this time.
Captain Williamson, his company commander has been admitted to a medical facility with
various injuries we believe are from shells. He wrote from the hospital, unaware he is so far the only one
to return from patrol. “I’d like you to thank Meyers for me. I’m not sure I’d have made it out of there
without his help. Tell him he can help himself to my scotch he had his eye on.”
I know this information will leave you in a place of fear. I want you to know that we will be
sending another squad to search for survivors and as any new information is learned, I will inform you
personally.
May God comfort and console you.
Brig. Andrew
MILLER
11th Kings Own (R,L,) Regt.
____________________________________________________________________________
Somme, France
November 30th, 1916
Brig. A. Miller,
I read the letter you intend on sending to Mrs Meyers. Fine work, though I thought you
broached the circumstances surrounding his disappearance too trepidatiously. She’ll inevitably ask
questions and we need to tailor the nature of those questions now, before it’s out of our control.
Please remove any mention of Captain Williamson. I’m aware Major Goldman insisted on
providing a quote from him in the hospital. But what happens if she tries to send him letters? Or she
requests to visit the Captain?
Every word from his mouth thus far has been the unintelligible mutterings of a man whose mind
is broken. This is far beyond shell-shock. I dread to think what he saw... or imagine the fate of Corporal
Meyers.
We mustn’t allow Mrs Meyers to share this dread. We mustn’t allow her to find out where
Captain Williamson really is. We mustn’t allow her to know what really happened to her husband.
Please redraft the letter and send it to me directly for approval.
Col. Jacob
MORRISON
11th Kings Own (R,L,) Regt.

Lore Entry - Thriller, Crime
#19089719
Item 1 - 911 Call

OAKVILLE PD SHERIFF'S OFFICE
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____________________________________________________________________________
Transcript of 9/11 call night of Sarah Redford disappearance.
27/02/2018
CD: Courtney Dean, OPD Dispatcher
SR: Sarah Redford
____________________________________________________________________________________
CD: 911, what is your emergency?
SR: I - I’m Downtown. Outside the Abbey. A man has been stabbed!
CD: Stay calm. We’ll send an ambulance straight to you.
SR: Okay. Okay. What do I do?
CD: Can I take your name, Maam?
SR: Sarah… Redford.
CD: Did you see who stabbed the man?
SR: No, I don’t think so. He’s on the ground. There’s blood!
CD: Is the attacker still present?
SR: I don’t… I don’t think so.
CD: Maam, remain calm. Can you see if the weapon is still puncturing his body?
SR: No. There’s no weapon. Should I apply pressure?
CD: Yes. The ambulance is on his way.
SR: Wait… Oh God. Oh God. He’s come back! Help me……………………… Please come…………………
CD: Sarah? Sarah? Sarah? Are you there?
CALL ENDS.

Bark Lines - Historical, Sci-Fi, Action
Prison - Present Day - Exercise Yard
1.

Smells like iron in here. Hope that isn’t blood.
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Watch out for Cell 11. Bastard spits at me everytime I pass.
I heard a rumour they still keep the old electric chair in storage.
When it’s quiet, that’s when I hate it most.
We sit out here all damn night and management won’t even buy us a coffee machine.
I was thinking about transferring away from Massechusets. Maybe I could move somewhere
along the East Coast.
I had a shift in intensive last night. Inmate had got jumped by five others in the gym, you could
barely recognize him.
I read online that the guy in Cell 43 ate people. Can you believe that?

Cyberpunk Future - Marketplace
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

“Glad I don’t have to live in those slums.”
“Antrisha Boutique is gonna release a blouse that lets people see through to your organs. I’ve
been eating healthier just to get my heart ready.”
“I’m feeling tired, I need to re-charge.”
“My brother just left for one of the colonies, I won’t hear from him for three years.”
“I think my eyes need a repair, I can’t read that sign from here.”
“I heard there’s a place in the west quadrant where you can buy military blasters.”
“I wasn’t sure about building roads in the sky… but holy shit, they’re beautiful!”
“Oh dear, you look like you’re in need of some reconstructive surgery.”

Victorian London - Street
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

“Don’t feed the rats!”
“I’m tellin’ you it was them pies. Had her pukin’ her guts out all night!”
“Watch it, ratbag!”
“Can’t hear myself think over that bloody chimney.”
“That’s three people missing in the last week, I’m locking my doors at night.”
“Beautiful horse, shame about the rider!”
“Four shillings for The Times! For one hour only! 4 Shillings for The Times!”
“It’s so beautiful in the city, you should be more grateful to live here.”

Links to Works
UNRD - Immersive Mobile Experience
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My current employer is Unrd Ltd. A unique mobile games app using real time interactive storytelling to
bring users into the world of the characters’ phone.
Available on IOS and Android.

Infernium - Twine Game
A cyberpunk exorcism story with a branching narrative. Make decisions and face the consequences as
you attempt to debug a woman who has become addicted to modifying her biotech.
Click the link to play the preview version. *This version is missing final artwork and audio.
http://media.textadventures.co.uk/games/xXzahtbo9kC6mUdgzKefrg/Infernium_Finished.html

The Silent Truth - Fictional Crime Podcast
My first ambitious writing project with unrd, The Silent Truth, followed a death row inmate’s journey
using a smuggled mobile to uncover the secrets behind his death sentencing. To tell a truly immersive
story we created news articles, video interviews and even an entire podcast!
Listen to the podcast on the link below.
https://www.silenttruthpodcast.com/

